Press Kit

Unit Eleven - blasting its way onto
screens on April 27th, 2019.
Classic cinema meets high octane contemporary
action. Local Sheffield-based independent film
maker, Theo Cane Garvey, is set to screen his new
feature film, Unit Eleven, for cast, crew and press, this
April.
The much anticipated film is a tour-de-force of gritty,
self-financed cinema, and is a TRULY independent
feature film - over 10 years in the making!
Unit Eleven contains action packed fight scenes,
martial arts, high concept drama, out of this world
explosives, and innovative special effects.
Filmed entirely in the UK at a variety of spectacular
locations, Sheffield independent filmmaker Theo
Cane Garvey continues to deliver incredible films
using modest budgets and spectacular outcomes.

Theo has written, directed, produced and edited the
film himself and after years of creating his project,
the independent film scene is about to get a
demonstration in action cinema.
Featuring celebrities like Larry Kenny (Thundercats,
Red Dead Redemption), Mark Grist (Poet, battle
rapper), underground and local musical artists, and
with a poster designed by 2000AD / Judge Dredd
legend Greg Staples, this action packed film is an
explosive mix of well-choreographed fight scenes,
intense and heart wrenching story lines and feel
good camaraderie when there is nothing left but
despair.
Unit Eleven is set to be premiered in New York later
this year, but the Sheffield local, Theo, wanted his
first press viewing to be in his hometown!
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Theo Can Garvey is an independent film army. He
writes, produces, directs, edits, scores and even acts
in Unit Eleven. Completely self-taught after a start in
the film industry as a makeup FX artist, he has since
gone on to work in Independent Cinema collaborations around the world. This film has been a passion
project for over 10 years!

The director, producer, actor, editor....
Theo Cane Garvey - a one man army
His drive, determination, and on-screen charisma is
set to excite the viewers in this new soon-to-be
Sheffield classic. Life in the future up north, never
looked so gritty and explosive as it does in Unit
Eleven.

Unit Eleven film marks a departure for Theo, by
taking the viewer on a journey, switching between
emotional highs and classic, mind-blowing action
and stunts. The real significant achievement of the
film, is the way it harnesses Theo’s unique ability
to create riveting, must see action, combined with
stories of human challenges, all on a tiny budget....
without compromise!
His remarkable film captures everything that is
unique about this rapidly emerging Director,
drawing obvious parallels with the likes of Robert
Rodriguez, staying true to his roots and refusing to
compromise his creative ethics.
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Location Shoots

Trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrQra8I0HXg

If you need location photos of our shoots, or stills from the finished film, please contact us for
high-quality formats.

If you would like an .mp4 copy of the trailer for online or broadcast purposes please contact us.

Contact Us
For all enquiries please contact the press office at:
SLIME HOUSE MEDIA
theocane@slimehousetv.com
T:
07870 356206
FACEBOOK: facebook.com/unitelevenmovie/

Screening invites
All images are available under license, please don’t use them without our permission. Contact us for licencing details.

Due to be screened at The Showroom Cinema in
Sheffield town centre, on April 27th, the invite only
event will be covered by a select number of press

and in house videographers. If you are interested
to see a glimpse into the grim northern future of
Unit Eleven, please contact the press office.
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